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Name of the Activity

Theme

Venue

Date

Duration

Pa*ici pants/attended by

File accession dossier

Debate

Mathematics Day (Numbers are also essential for others)

Auditorium

22.L2.20L7

40 minutes

vr(A-E)

Intra class activities

Evidence follows:

OBJECTIVES:

. To encourage students to participate in activities

. To help them develop communication skills

. To help them develop the skills to put forward their views strongly.

. To provide them a platform to showcase their skills.

A good speech is like a pencil, it has to have a point,

DESCRIPTION:

Humans are the only gifted beings on the planet who have the ability to speak but if we don't

use this correctly then it is no better than keeping mum. Keeping tl-ris in mind to encourage

the students to enhance their abilities to speak their minds at a public platform school

organized this activity on debate on the topic of "Numbers are also essential for others" on

the occasion of Mathematics day.".Along with the abilities to speak with confidence and

improving therr oratory skills they also need to learn'rlre importance numbers in other

subjects as well. Keeping this topic in mind the students gave their views on the importance

of numbers in the other subjects & justified their stand in either for or against the motion.

They cited various points to justify their points. . All the five teams exhibited great oratorical

skills put finally, two teams were declared as the winners for the competition, Student's highly

appreciated the competition and understood the both the views on the importance of numbers

in other subjects. 
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